New Drugs?
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In 2007, the European pharmacology opened an avenue to a new category of medicinal products, the ATMPs (Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products).

What are they?

The ATMPs are living drugs as most of them are composed of live cells or tissues. Indeed, in vitro cultured tissue or organ or genetically modified cells are now considered medicines. An issue associated with these products is that human cell-based therapies include complex biological products sensitive to their environment. Moreover, the final products maintain the intrinsic variability of the human donors. Additionally, they have a short shelf life, and it is difficult to achieve the required release control and identify controllable parameters related to clinical efficacy (the potency), as “living medicines” act via multiple mechanisms in the pathologic environment (1,2).

Like any other drug, ATMPs must undergo safety evaluations, and the use of animal models is a concern, because of the anatomical and physiological differences between humans and the animal models. This makes surgery and immunological evaluations difficult or not comparable to humans.

Moreover, in clinical trials, it is difficult to define the control group or randomise patients to administer these drugs, as it requires surgery, which is not ethically acceptable without a positive benefit-to-risk ratio in humans.

On the contrary, all medicine guidelines necessitate a tightly regulated GMP (Good Manufacturing Practices) and GCP (Good Clinical Practices) (3).

The regulation of these products is desirable to avoid adverse events, possibly related to the extensive manipulation of cells and tissues with different substances. The guidelines originally proposed for ATMPs were the same applied to standard drugs, which are not fit for manufacturing and regulating these living organisms as they are mobile and change with time. Several adjustments to the regulations were required to better define how to produce and monitor these products.

One of the most interesting approaches is the ICHQ8 guideline on "Quality by design", reproducing biologists' evaluations in cell/tissue cultures by correlating different parameters to define an area where a product complies with specifications. It also allows the maintenance of quality by necessary modifications of the manufacturing process parameters.

Some ATMPs have been registered in Europe, highlighting how at least some of these products can fit in the regulatory guidelines (4,5).

As any new path, ATMPs offer a transformative approach to healthcare, with the potential to not only treat, but often cure diseases.

They also provide a great opportunity for industries, as they are a new category of exploitable products with economic benefits, once the industry acquires sufficient knowledge (7).

However, the industrialisation approach has not been fully developed, as it requires implementation of approaches that are different from those of other industrial fields.
Indeed, the production and efficacy of these products is strictly related to the mode of administration and the subsequent patient health care, placing them in an intermediate position between drugs and transplants.

The implementation of bedside to bench and back again approach would focus on specific unmet clinical needs, defining critical translation requirements, as well as increasing opportunity for the future reimbursement, early in the research (8, 9).

From an industrial point of view, there are some additional issues associated with these products. For example, mass production requiring large-scale production necessitates at least partial robotisation of the process.

The automation of living cells is feasible, but it requires deep knowledge to monitor cell metabolism and reactions to any stimuli (10,11).

As previously mentioned, the ATMPs comprise the whole treatment, from the starting material, which is obtained from humans, to in-process controls and administration by surgery.

This implies that healthcare personnel should be educated with this type of treatments, with specific training by cell biologists. Moreover, an ATMP cannot be just proposed by pharmaceutical representatives (12-14).

There is some scepticism. People frequently speak about valley of death (15).

The history of aeronautics was not easy, as well, but there is no doubt about the importance of previous studies to the present scenario.

Several ATMPs have been efficiently translated in clinical practice, from cell to gene therapy, showing positive results for several pathologies (16).

After more than 10 years, the path is still steep, but not unachievable; the applied regulations have been progressively adapted to the new needs and the ICHQ8 rules introduced the concept of quality by design, which is probably the best approach for this type of products when sufficient information is available.

In biology, there is a strict interconnection between several parameters that should be considered together, and not individually, by several single specification limits.

Optimisation of the cost-to-benefit ratio of several controls requested by regulatory authorities should be achieved. Fortunately, increasing cross talk between biologists and regulators will speed up the bilateral learning process.

The automation of these processes is moving towards modular approaches, enabling the adaptation of multiple processes and products.

An additional interesting opportunity from this new category of drugs that is still under-evaluated, is its link with pharmacology.

The traditional non-clinical pharmacology, including pharmacokinetics and toxicity studies, cannot be employed for most ATMPs, offering a new opportunity for both biologists and pharmacologists to upgrade them; for example, new approaches for cell/tissue preclinical testing, development of new in vitro human tissues, co-culture of different cell types, organs on chip, and new approaches to immunology. They can be used as new models for standard drug testing more specific for humans, providing more information on various cell alterations. The data generated by collaboration between pharmacologists and tissue engineers will speed up research in both fields, supporting mechanistic evaluation of medicines in humans.

This new cooperation should be improved not only to provide a wide range of opportunities, but also to gain access to precision medicine by cutting-edge science and new technologies.
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